
Your Partners for Prevention 
HEELIFT® brand offloading boots bring more than 30 
years experience to your facility. Clinical efficacy, ease 
of use, compliance ... these are just some of the reasons 
why the HEELIFT  is the best bet to be your partner in 
prevention.

Clinical Superiority 
HEELIFT   boots have the highest level 
of clinical evidence of any offloading boot, 
including the only Randomized Control 
Trial. Clinicians who choose 
the HEELIFT   can rest assured that they 
offload the heel, every single time. 

Demonstrated Cost Savings 
In addition to the RCT, the HEELIFT   has a demonstrated ability to save costs, 
whether it be from preventing heel ulcers or doing so at a lower cost than other 
offloading boots. We'd be happy to prepare a customized estimate on what the 
HEELIFT   can do.

Product Efficacy 
Unlike pillow style boots that can flatten 
out, or air-filled boots that deflate, HEELIFT 
boots have been shown, in trial after trial, to 
effectively offload the heel. They're easy to 
apply, easy to clean, and comfortable to wear. 
Most of the HEELIFT   line comes in Petite, 
Standard and Bariatric sizes to accommodate all 
patient sizes.

Superior Microclimate 
Laboratory research confirms that both the material and 
the design of HEELIFT  boots supports a better 
microclimate for the prevention and treatment of heel 
pressure ulcers. A cooler, drier boot also promotes 
higher compliance. 
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As well as the original offloading boot, the HEELIFT  Classic, we offer the HEELIFT   Glide, which 
adds a soft exterior cover and the HEELIFT  AFO, which allows limited mobility and superior foot drop 
support. Our HEELIFT  Glide Ultra and HEELIFT  AFO Ultra boots add a comfortable inner lining for 
added grip, easier cleaning and greater comfort.

We are so confident that you'll love HEELIFT  offloading boots, we've 
instituted a 30 Day Trial Program. Tell us your monthly usage and allow 
our representative to do an in-service training, and we will send you a 30 
day supply of boots at no cost to your facility.

Want to take the research further? We offer support for Clinical Outcomes 
Studies including our Trials Toolkit, which includes many of the forms 
and data collection tools you'll need, as well as patient education support.

We stand behind all HEELIFT   boots with a 6 month warranty. 
Our website features training videos, additional optional 
customization instructions and more. Our representatives are 
available for full in-service trainings, whether you've never used 
the HEELIFT   or if you've been using it for years.

AFO Ultra Glide Ultra
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